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THE MARCH EDITION OF THE SHORELINE POLICE BLOTTER
DAVID HALDEMAN
Wife punches husband in nose, makes it bleed.
Autistic male “happily” assaults a cashier at Sears.
Racist graffiti at Einstein; disturbance between brothers.
Son charges thousands of dollars on his deceased parents’ credit cards.
Woman eats from deli at Central Market without paying, causes disturbance, rips up
flowers, spits on employees, goes to jail.
Natural death at Good Shepherd home.
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ELEGY IN WESTERN WASHINGTON
MURIEL NELSON
Ticking has begun in high branches.
You think it’s rain starting in,
but it’s a dry sound, and rust’s the new
evergreen, rust and ash gray.
Some early mornings when you snore, I’m up
to see how Rudy’s spruce puts on
its moon topper, and like a lighted Christmas
tree, hides its age, its dead center.
When a cloud passes over, I’m hopeful.
Chickadees wake as usual, and maybe
our firs, hemlocks, pines, and cedars won’t die.
Not yet. There’s that ticking. If you can name
the trees, someone said, you know you’re home.
The conifers of my home point
to sky with all its wind and winter cold.
They’re tough. They’re sharp. Their sky’s the shiny blade
of that two-man crosscut ‘misery whip’ that did
so many in, both men and trees.
Their ground’s a soft and aromatic resting
place. Their gift this year is abundant cones —
a sign. This sky’s not theirs. It’s full of hot air.
No rest for insect warriors. No dormancy.
Just warm rainfall and falling needles —
in Spruce Park, Fircrest, Hemlock, Pine City, and Cedar Falls.
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THE FERRY AT SIX-THIRTY, DARK
JAYNE MAREK
draws up to the dock in cold saltwater, nestles so gently
we don’t notice when its movement finesses into sway.
January tides lift and shift the surface; rain clings to us
like coats of waterfalls we cannot remove. The car ramp lowers
and settles, its pad-ends waver like lips without words.
Figures with crisscross vests, luminous snowmen, gesture
our vehicles forward one by one until each vanishes,
the florid reflections of departing taillights slide across
the wheelhouse windows. We make what we can
of this mundane folly, enact it again and again,
weaving our lives of such tenuous connections.
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RAVENS ARE MISSING MY FRIEND
TERRY LAWHEAD
Ravens are missing my friend
Who is sick and sleeping more inside in his chair.
You cannot romanticize ravens. We are all road kill.
But after all of these years my friend is part of their world
As much as he is part of anything. And they are part of his
As much as they are part of anything. Always alone below them
As they are always alone above him. Sometimes reaching to each other
As he is reaching to us.
For years the ravens have moved through the upper branches of the cedar trees
Watching my friend’s glittering eyes as he came and went from his foundry.
Ravens are thieves and they knew he had treasure.
And he looks back, too. That look makes ravens very curious, it is an old sensation for them,
But one they rarely experience any more:
The long steady look of a two legged animal.
Comfortable, sitting quietly and watching them as they watch him,
And then, as important, working with fire outside in the rain.
It took all of those years for the ravens to accept my friend and trust his presence.
Those days and nights, his walking back and forth seeing and listening.
Now my friend is sick and sleeping more in his chair. He is tired.
The ravens are perched on branches motionless and alert under gray skies.
They miss my friend. Something has changed.
You cannot romanticize ravens.
Or a friend who may be dying
--Chimacum.
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SPRING
JOSEPH POWELL
The bright ruddy-breasted robin
threw himself into the window
all morning, his own rival.
Each thwarted attack
was another call to regroup,
to try again to rout
such stiff silent resistance.
Little poet, gymnast of uneven bars,
linguist starting a new language,
no break-through is possible
without your smashing past
that image of yourself which cannot fly.
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CHIRPING IN SPOKANE, EARLY APRIL
TERRY TRUEMAN
“Your Poems Are so Dark”
I know.
Sorry about that.
I shouldn’t have lived
so long
and seen so much suffering.
But the alternative
was even less appealing.
If it helps at all
as I’m writing this
there’re birds chirping
just outside in the bright sunshine.
They seem cheerful
or at least very much alive.
So please consider this poem
my chirping
and my smiling at the sunlight.
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FROM SOURDOUGH MOUNTAIN LOOKOUT MMXV.VIII.X
JOHN BURGESS
Like they say: “Four times up,
Three times down.” I’m still on the mountain.
–Philip Whalen

You got to come down
Back to this world
Slipping & off-balance
Sweated & scree-tested
Back to carriers
Chimes & alarms
Back within range
To where you’re covered
•
Rock materializes
Thru smoke from wildfires
2 passes away
Large boulder
Balanced on abyss
Above Sea of Salish
Marked with curious cairns
Where now shirtless I sit
•
LOOKOUT PAINTED PALE BLUE— CLOSED NOW—
GIANT STRAP AROUND IT—CEMENTED INTO ROCK—
•
Wilderness
How can this structure be here
Man-willed
Anchored to this hill
•
15

Look how far this monkey mind has taken us
•
I mistake the wind
For traffic noise
(How far above SR-20 are we)
•
Look up
(Fly buzzes my head as I
Write this)
•
I read aloud
Into the void
To this audience of rock
To borders & boundaries
Absurd in their existence
As if they mattered to
How the world really works
•
“We’re halfway there”
At our peak (really)
•
“I’m surrounded by mountains here
A circle of 108 beads”
(Philip Whalen wrote that
Meditating on this very rock)
•
“This line is written in panoramic
360 viewpoint: dizzy & lightheaded”
(I wrote that sitting on the same rock)
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WHY YOU CAN’T KILL CULTURE
KATHLEEN SMITH
High on the river’s north bank, they gather for suicide race,
a kink of history like the downstream curve where ducks
idle in the eddies. Nervous horses line up in paint
and feathered bridles. Grandmothers, contemplative
as the ducks, pray from folding lawn chairs, remember
the old race days at San Poil. Their thickening sons,
who once rode proud, now content with the line of pick-up
trucks on Dewberry. Grandsons sit the sweaty horses,
pat twitching muscles, speak softly. The steady heart beat
of drums from camp across the river holds up prayers
and hopes of glory. Ribbon shirts and leather vests.
Painted faces, painted chests. Moccasins and Nike’s.
Everywhere sweat and dust and tension, tension, dust
and sweat not yet exploded. Then the ready. All riders up.
Collective breath sucked in. The gun. The explosion of dust
on the hill. The mighty splash as horses and riders hit the river,
now at August lows. Ducks all gone now as the river churns
out spills and heroes. A sudden shout as the first horse streaks
into the arena. Outside an aid boat picks up fallen riders.
Glory and thanksgiving. This race, no ambulance.
This race no horses fell. The sons fold the elders’ chairs
and stash them in their pick-ups, ready for the next run.
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SNOW GEESE, TELEMETRY, PTSD
GWENDOLYN MORGAN
Flocks of Snow Geese overhead,
along with Dusky Geese, Canada Geese.
Disrupted, the birds move like the electrical activity
across the telemetry screen, or the single screen firearms simulator.
She has an arrhythmia, post-chemo, post traumatic stress disorder,
post-relocation, post-election, post-war.
Chai, one of the Thai elephants from the Woodland Park Zoo,
died one hundred miles from Broken Arrow, the Trail of Tears.
Tornadoes in the high plains in November,
then in Battleground, Washington in December.
She ran five miles amongst pastures and prairie
every winter morning when she lived in Selah.
She dreams of owning horses, donkeys, llamas.
In Pakistan, Syria, Kenya, Turkey and France
she sees the children’s faces, bloodied,
more civilians killed than soldiers.
A passenger jet, a train, a trolley, a boat blown up
unnamed borderlands around the world
daily reminders of war, fracking, oil spills, walls,
poverty spilling out across lines of water rights.
Her neighbor shoots the raccoon family
that forges in the spaces between
the Western Red Cedar and the Sword Ferns
that mark the property line between them.
She hears the Mama crying.
She has taken the pain
of the world
into her heart.
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TULIP SEASON
JESS GIGOT
Skag it Valley
April is the time of year
When cars flood the fields.
Lookers, cameras, selfie sticks
Huddle under neon umbrellas.
The buried bulbs have waited
Patiently for their brief moment
Of pomp and blossom.
In a few weeks each petal
Will fall into history
Making no noise of their passing.
The green stems will be slashed
Bulbs eventually dug and sold.
The watchers dissipate
Unaware that in the next field
Their next meal is being born.
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THE TILLED FIELD
AARON VANSCYOC
The Tilled Field
—after Joan Miró
I’ll buy this farm, see. I’ll buy this farm in Texas.
With an attic for an office where the heat will overwhelm the underpowered AC.
The heat, laying out a vision, through the window facing every thing, blurring the facts of
the field.
Wide bodied and semi-acoustic, the guitar—
Wide bodied and somewhat rusted, the truck with Confederate plates I’ll bury beside the
flagtree, soon to sprout new leaves, I’ll grow bifurcated roots.
—plays slow blues. Bend the strings.
That window facing every thing—below that, the porch’ll have holes, rocking chair
shaped to drop cigarettes through, shaped like inherited boots to dump Jack
Daniels’ down when I’m too full of it.
Stretch the livestock to skeleton dirt the dog won’t dig for.
I’ll cough to cover the cicada scream for one fucking second.
That dog will have already died, but the cats will run wild—in and out of my lazaret,
where I’ll keep getting the newspaper for when the Wi-Fi is down and I don’t
know what day it is.
Snails, spiders, fish. Or the remnants of these. Shells and cobwebs in the cupboards.
Frozen fishsticks, I’ll buy in bulk.
Next to the newspaper, I’ll keep a corded phone and when it rings I’ll say It’s for you to
the noonshadows waiting away from the window, waiting for evening when the
corners will fold out like curtains and the figures within will be more or less imaginary.
An eye and an ear. Field barren, lighted burrows. I’ll be the witness after I leave, after
you’ve left.
I’ll buy this farm with jaws behind the second tree for the window facing every thing, and
I’ll create a record.
Heat resides before the nightstrange.
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WHEREOF THE GIFT IS JUICY
LEAH MARTIN
Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey
Maxine Kumin

And short the season, first bulbous butts
exposed in wooden crates, speckled apricots in sun
fruit fly wings on the furry peach
in eager hands it mewls while neighbors shout
she’ll bruise! Sticky fingers, sticky shoes,
tears of juice out cracks near stem,
organic, sprayed, manzanas picked by immigrant crews
pears ruling backyard hills, and dropping like
pennies when the total comes to a dollar ninety threeTasty treasures- how long will you last without spoiling?
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EVERETT MUNICIPAL COURT
YVONNE HIGGINS LEACH
I stand out like a flower along a wire fence,
dressed in my professional clothes-- a tailored jacket,
black slacks and close-toed heels -- having left work
to honor the subpoena as a witness
to the hit and run from ten months ago.
I enter the courtroom amid
a buzz of men in suits who hold manila folders
and announce names, women in skirts
who sort paperwork, and most everyone else
in jeans and sweatshirts or casual pullovers.
Even without the evidence of attire, roles are easily defined.
I take a seat. The heavyset woman next to me
pushes her hair back with her whole palm.
Sighs. Adjusts and re-adjusts her position.
The judge is announced. We all stand at
attention like soldiers. His glasses
are lost in his swollen face.
He is a big black balloon in that robe.
One case after another.
The remorse of the father
charged with domestic violence
because his daughter didn’t clean her room.
The young man’s anger expressed in stealing something
electronic from the mall. The distracted mother
called in from the hall because she is attending
to her four-year-old daughter who is not
supposed to be here. The young woman,
broken down in her crumpled Kleenex,
mumbling how she can’t buy a drivers’ license
because her Ex hasn’t paid child support.
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Next, a man stands tall in a torn black coat.
Something about a property crime
and all I hear is him asking for forgiveness.
Another case called.
Another case behind
the screaming invisible line.
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WHERE I’M FROM
CAROLYNE WRIGHT
		

(Greenwood, Seattle: early 1960s)

I am from spatulas and mixing bowls, kitchens of coffee
and Cream of Wheat, eggs and bacon frying in Mother’s iron skillet,
from milk spilled across checked plastic tablecloths.
I am from afternoon naps on my grandmother’s high quilted bed,
from chocolates wrapped in gold and silver foil
that I filched from her Swiss candy tin while she slept.
I am from cowboys and Indians we played in the vast backyard,
from push lawnmowers and their piles of damp,
green-scented cuttings.
I am from purple-stained fingers in summer heat, the raspberry hedge
buzzing with native bees.
I am from Lone Ranger lunchboxes and Annie Oakley chaps,
cap pistols and games of Davy Crockett with
the kids next door, and my little brother who wailed
that we had to call him Donald Crockett
or he wouldn’t let us play.
I am from Wunda Wunda and Patches’ Pals,
from Looney Tunes and The Little Engine That Could,
from Mouseketeers and “I’m a Little Teapot, Short and Stout.”
I am from “What’s Up, Doc?” and “Here is My Handle,
Here is My Spout.”
I am from Croaker the Frog and Pluto the Dog,
from Grandma Mary who lapsed into her native
German when we taunted her: “Little Granma!”
and “Granma’s Goop!”—her jars of mixed leftovers
turning scary colors in the family fridge.
I am from Dumbkopf! and Böse Boop!—Grandma chasing us
through the rooms with the wooden spoon, pulling us out
just far enough from under the bed that
she could paddle us, as we laughed, on our behinds.
I am from green figs and crabapples from Aunt Frieda’s trees,
from the old orchard’s broken limbs.
I am from the smoke-darkened brick of North 90th Street’s
rented house, its steep shingled roof and smoke-belching
chimney that jumped toward me in earthquake
bellowings and shudders in my dreams.
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I am from Mr. Lindell the landlord’s separate back door
that yawned open one August afternoon—nobody
in sight anywhere.
I am from sneaking in to his parlor with my little brother,
from the vacuum cleaner and splay of hoses
between the coffee table and the couch,
from the vacuum’s start-up roar as we turned it on
and dashed out laughing to the yard.
I am from “What’s so hilarious?” and “What’s the matter
with you kids?”: our father’s frown-corrugated face
and Mother’s pained grimace as we kept on giggling
through dinner, and Grandma’s quietly sprinkling
sugar on our lettuce so we’d eat it.

		

after George Ella Lyon
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LETTER TO LITTLE
LEONIE MIKELE FOGLE
How are you, Little?
Here it is always Seattle, never any other place.
The sun won’t budge, the slight drizzle is not a color, won’t be had by a paint chip.
My front steps are chipped, showing bad poured cement. The veneer just slapped on. Now
it’s flaking off, willy-nilly.
The dog studies her paws. Every smell she’s ever collected is between the skins of her dewclaws. She reminds herself of them. She snoozes.
My mother explains when she paints: asks the ink to come out. She pushes. The ink snakes
out and looks like a forest, on rice paper.
My parrots sing, “Raccoon, raccoon,” and what they mean is they’ve seen a rat. They can’t
smell. Neither can I—and my parrots’ eyes are so much better.
My father danced up onto a table to change a bulb and broke three ribs coming down. No
one aspires to drop in his way, certainly not in his.
Loves me loves me not loves me loves me not, but there is no “who”—for instance.
My orchard would be crammed with cherry trees if I had one-- and blossoms would disengage, exposing twigs. What they say, is, “unadorned,” not plain.
Books stretch out on my bed like pillows. When I can’t breathe very well I lean over all of
them—my precarious sentiments, and take a quarter breath.
Tomorrow will wash over my house, over its big and little openings, and just like fog I’ll
make a mark in my calendar: today, today.
Never pop an umbrella. What a way to take a shot at —haw haw haw—the sky. Through an
umbrella.
Hugs, Big (Leonie)
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REMEMBER, YOU’RE DOING THIS FOR PEACE
KATE PETERSON
The mountains rose into view
so suddenly I almost lost control.
I thought they were sky —
so white against the winter
and the dark clods of earth
were surely birds.
I thought I understood certainty
what it feels like to touch a tree
and think, skin.
But there is nothing so emptying
as moving blindly into a world of white.
We all try to find peace
in the quiet naming, black oak,
bull pine, paper birch.
We all have romantic ideas
about being alone.
I’d like to pull off, ditch the car, crack the snow
with my broken boots, break boughs
to make a shelter, stick it out ‘til spring.
When I was small I would sit
in the shower, pretending
I had no home, and the water was rain.
Or I’d lie in fresh snow
when everyone had gone in
for cocoa and tiny marshmallows
and I’d watch the day go blue.
Any minute now
I could come upon a pile of cars
and nowhere to go
but in. Maybe I’d mistake them
for a stand of trees in the distance.
A problem I could solve.
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Peace cannot simply be
a quiet bird, a white cloth
shivering on a breeze.
It must be the warm brown earth
we’re headed towards
dotted with snow
we have mistaken
for sky.
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PURPLE HULL PEAS
CENTELL JACKSON
Dusty roads and crooked curves led us to this place
Surrounded by many gullies, mountains, and valleys
Crop dusters sprayed water upon these gems
And we healed from them, as we peeled them
We blended, as we mended our kinship Mother Louise would get a mess or two, from her
fields of love that’s huge, or maybe from L.D. Hughes or Auntie Magnolia
She would require them, when she, we, had the desire for them for black eyed peas
We would peel until our fingers were purple signifying the love and affection between us
We would gather pots and pans, and spots on couches and floors I would always sit by the
front door Who could peel the most?
Almost like fun competition
And I figure Mother Louise was fishing for unity among brothers and sisters when she
would say, we got to peel peas tonight echoed from her kitchen
I speculate she’d find the time, and design a session
To peel, to reveal stories for laughter
She’d set it up to catch up
She did it for unity, for family I never thought about it much then her craftiness, to capture
and catch us this family of 15 and more, between walls of 4, for 1 reason
Peeling, feeling that oneness that often escaped us
We would put them all in one big pot, symbolizing the coming together
She would orchestrate it well like Beethoven, and when she put them on the oven to cook
mmmm!, you don’t know what you’re missing! Her own special seasonings her own special
reasoning her own ingredients
She’s special to me
I can’t wait to peel another mess or two of them purple hull peas
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WE DANCE
DOUG JOHNSON
We dance a silent Flamenco
Backwards without high heels
Combat boots and a Punisher t-shirt—no bow
Red hair to the waist, focused, chopping—no curtsy
Spinning back to back
Knives in the drawer
Towels on the rack
Our music hears no one
Maracas marked 1/2 cup rattle
We stomp familiar, sharp steps
Pot pie in the oven
Pots scrubbed and dried
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NEC-ROMANTIC NIGHTS IN ALADDIN, WASHINGTON
MIRIAM BASSUK
I killed Houdini’s nephew and the moon blinked.
Gnarled with arthritic fingers at the carnival
in Aladdin, dressed to kill. His dark sweater
emblazoned with a scarlet key. Who but he
could have imagined such unnerving stunts?
Sorcery, disappearing acts, rabbits
fleeing back into hats. With great aplomb,
he allowed himself to be locked in a crate
just to emulate that now famous trick.
But his fingers never figured he would
suffocate when the moon blinked.
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SCARS
MARIE HARTUNG
1. It used to be that there was an angle at which I could get dressed and see all perfect skin.
2. A scar results from the biological process of wound repair in the skin and other tissues
of the body.
3. Thus, scarring is a natural part of the healing process.
4. A process is something that is continuous, without end or with an end that returns to a
starting point.
5. The word “healing” is not the same word as “healed.”
6. I have counted twenty-nine scars on my body, one of which is as long as my arm.
7. Scarring is a random basket weave formation of the collagen fibers found in normal
tissue. It’s usually inferior to the original skin.
8. A scar doesn’t heal. It is the heal of a different wound.
9. Wound are a breach in the hull, a breach of contract, a breach of faith.
10. We start losing our original skin as soon as we are born. All mothers cry when this
starts.
11. You cannot tan, sweat, or grow hair on scars. They are like the moon.
12. Sometimes the collagen that makes a scar is overexpressed. As a society we don’t like
what takes up more room, time, space, or sound that what’s allotted.
13. The scar from my cancer-port looks like a snowflake or a rock-ding in a windshield.
14. Sometimes surgeons have to reopen a scar. The wound takes on water.
15. Dark-skinned people are more susceptible to keloids.
16. Keloids are scar material panicking.
17. I am Italian.
18. The first time I had surgery I panicked right before the surgeon put the gas mask on
me. I woke up hours later screaming unable to take in air.
19. The scar is a result of the body’s repair mechanism after injury in many tissues.
20. The worse the initial damage is, the worse the scar will generally be.
21. I dress and have sex only in the dark now. My lover runs a hand, fingers divots and
bumps, says my skin is like the moon.
22. The moon does not produce its own light.
23. Wounds allowed to heal secondarily tend to scar worse than wounds from primary
closure.
24. Even without signs of bleeding, any closure after birth is secondary and forced.
25. From far away you can’t see anything of a scar but beautiful white. A healed scar is
white.
26. The lack of pigment reminds me of what is missing. Ironically, white is the expression
of all color.
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